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25th Sunday in Ordinary Time C (Sept. 18, 2022 STM: 9:15) 

 

 My dear sisters and brothers in Christ Jesus,  we have just heard a parable about a con 

man it would seem.   It is officially called “The Parable of the Dishonest Steward”  but it sounds 

like “The Ponzi Parable.”  Somebody conned somebody.  Somebody tricked somebody and came 

out better than he started.  Did you know that there really was somebody named “Ponzi?” 

 

Charles Ponzi was Italian immigrant to the United States became His early life is not entirely 

known as he was prone to fabricate stories about it. What is known is that he spent a short 

amount of time at University in Rome and, after dropping out, caught a boat to Boston, USA 

where he arrived with $2.50 in his pocket. 

 

His early years in the United States were troublesome. He began working at a restaurant but 

was soon fired for playing tricks with the bills and shortchanging customers. His next job was 

working in a bank in Canada that catered to Italian immigrants. His knowledge of numbers 

helped him to do very well there. Unfortunately, it turned out that the owner of the bank was 

stealing money from newly opened savings accounts to pay the interest on the interest bearing 

accounts and to cover bad investments. The bank owner eventually fled to Mexico and left Ponzi 

without a job. After writing a fraudulent cheque and spending a number of years in prison, Ponzi 

determined to become wealthy at any cost. 

 

Once he had settled into life on the outside, he discovered postal reply coupons through a 

letter that was sent to him from abroad. He realized that he could buy foreign coupons at 

massively devalued prices (because of price fixing after the war) and then resell them in the 

United States for a 400% profit. Ponzi began canvasing  friends and acquaintances for money – 

promising them a 50% return or a doubling of their money in 90 days. He started his own 

company, the Securities Exchange Company, to promote the scheme. (Taken from Top 10 

Famous Con Men - Listverse) 

 

 We could look at today’s gospel and see someone along the line of Charles Ponzi.  A con 

man.  Yes, this what it seems is happening here, but we need to take a deeper look.   This is a 

parable. There are layers of meaning. Jesus told a lot of parables-40 of them. Some are easier to 

understand than others. This one has been called the hardest to understand.   Some parables 

challenge us, and others make demands. This one though can just be confusing. Why? Jesus 

would seem to be commending immorality.   But that is not what is happening.    

 

  In the logic of the parable, the manager is to be commended for responding shrewdly to 

an urgent situation.  In a moment of crisis, he acts with boldness and decisiveness to secure his 

future.  Jesus was trying to get people to pay attention.  Think about your priorities.  Make a 

decision and commit to it. The Kingdom of God is near says Jesus.  Do something about it!  

People were having an encounter with Jesus. That had to mean something.  He wanted a 

commitment and not just one that was lukewarm. He wanted single-minded disciples.  

 

   Luke Timothy Johnson notes: The dishonest steward is commended for acting 

‘cleverly’.  The “manager is praised for having the qualities of a manager!  He responded to a 
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crisis appropriately to his circumstances.  It is this quality of responsiveness rather than the 

possible morality of the action that is the object of praise.”   

 

 A second layer of meaning to this parable is the question of  what master we are serving?  

Jesus praised cleaver management of wealth.      But what is the wealth that we are being asked 

to manage?  Well, it is all about how we use the gift of our life that God has entrusted to us.     

With this one, beautiful life that we have, what do we do with it?  Do we serve the one true God 

or the false gods of our world?  Are we serving Christ and his reign over this world?  

Commitment to the Kingdom must be foremost; its claim upon us relativizes every other claim.  

That is why it is important to be clever, to be aware of every competing allegiance that diverts us 

from the Kingdom such as trying to acquire more and more wealth why disregarding other 

people and your spiritual life.   A divided life has no place in Jesus’ world view.    How do we 

spend our time on this earth?  What do we pursue? Is it power or pleasure or fame or money?   

 

We spend time and effort in planning for our retirement.  We try to invest wisely.   This 

is all well and good, but I think it is important for us to also think about long term planning with 

God.  We cannot just focus on the treasures of earth. We have to think about the treasures of 

heaven.  (Some of the above adapted freely adapted from LECTIONARY HOMILETICS, Aug-

Sept 2010, p. 64-70)    We have to provide for our spiritual future.  We have to think about the 

life we have and how we live it now in preparation for our life with God one day.     

 

       So, what do you see in your own future,  

your own spiritual future? Can you accept that fact that you are a sinner, a sinner who can be 

much like the steward in today’s parable, a sinner who dares to hope? Remember our story from 

last week about the Prodigal Son?  He hoped too.  He  returned  home believing in his father’s 

love. It’s a question of faith. It’s a question of hope. It’s a question of love. What steps are we 

taking to provide for our spiritual futures?   Are we attending to our spiritual lives in  the right 

way?  That means we come to Mass each week, even if we are on vacation!  This will take some 

planning.  Find a church beforehand and be sure to go!  Taking care of our spiritual life and 

future means we have a daily time set for prayer and perhaps a designated place for this outside 

or inside.  Taking care of our spiritual future means we go to Reconciliation, we do some good 

spiritual reading.  Each year at Christmas, we provide a book for you to use in your prayer life.  

Taking care of our spiritual life means that we seek first the kingdom of God.  

 

       Fr. Charles Irwin wrote that: We all have a destiny; a destiny God has given us. God didn’t 

give you and me a life to be lived only until we die. God gave us a life that He wants to share 

with us for all eternity, an eternal life to be lived in love, in a love relationship between you and 

Him. That, it seems to me, is the point for today’s parable and why Jesus was commending this 

foresightful steward to our attention. 

 

 I tend to agree with him.   While this parable can be seen at first as commending a con 

man, a Ponzi of his day, it is really about you and me; about how we have to be shrewd and 

clever and foresightful in our relationship with God. We have to plan for our spiritual future, our 

eternal dwelling with God. Amen. 

 


